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Deluxe Cleaning Service
Services typically performed during recurring service visits:

________________________________________________________
All Interior Living Areas:






Kitchen Detailing:











All areas dusted, cobwebs removed.
Table tops dusted/ wiped.
Carpet/ area rugs vacuumed.
Hard floors vacuumed using a brush head, then washed
or damp-mopped according to the type of material.
Beds made.





Mirrors polished, lampshades dusted.
Fingerprints removed from door frames and
switch plates, door handles cleaned.
Floors vacuumed, washed and sanitized.
Baseboards, windowsills dusted/ wiped.
Waste containers emptied.

Bathroom Detailing:

Counter tops and back splashes cleaned – all items
removed then replaced.
Small appliances exteriors wiped down.
Exterior of large appliances cleaned (stove, refrigerator,
and dishwasher).
Microwave cleaned inside.
Cabinet fronts dusted and spot cleaned.
Patio door interior glass cleaned.
Sinks scrubbed and disinfected, faucet area detailed
with a brush.








Toilets disinfected inside and out. Posh detail
cleans toilet hinges, around the base and in behind.
Bathtubs and/ or showers thoroughly cleaned,
disinfected and rinsed. Whirlpool jets outlets
brushed out.
Vanity tops and sinks thoroughly cleaned,
disinfected and rinsed.
Chrome/ plated fixtures cleaned and polished.
Mirrors polished.

Specialized Services
Popular extra tasks, typically performed on an as-requested basis (additional fees generally apply):

________________________________________________________
Kitchen:







Bathroom(s):

Clean inside refrigerator.
Clean inside oven.
Clean interior of exhaust fan/hood.
Wash out wastebaskets.
Clean walls (washable paint/ paper
only).
Clean inside empty cabinets and
drawers.
Each home starts with
a freshly laundered set
of micro-fiber cloths,
just for you. Color
coding by room type
prevents crosscontamination.





Clean inside empty
cabinets and
drawers.
Clean window
interiors.
Clean walls
(washable paint/
paper only).

High-End Vacuums
with triple filtration including HEPA.
Motorized brush bars
for carpeting/ rugs,
and fixed brush heads
for hard floors.

Other Living Areas:








Upholstered furniture vacuumed, cushions/
pillows fluffed and straightened.
Dust, wipe down leather furniture.
Clean additional sliding glass doors.
Clean underneath area rugs.
Clean blinds/ shutters.
Clean interior windows.
Detail light fixtures and ceiling fans.
Surface-specific cleaning. Your
Posh team’s cleaning kit consist
of about 40 various tools and
cleaning agents for natural stone,
wood floors, stainless steel, and
any other surface found
in your home.


SMART CUSTOMERS READ THE SMALL PRINT! Please refer to our 'Client Info Sheet' for more important information. Posh staff are equipped
with 2-step ladders and super-extended dusters - we will do our best to clean above 8', however there is no guarantee. Posh will not move heavy
appliances or furniture over 35lbs - per our health & safety policy, and to avoid scratched floors! We will do our best to reach under/behind; you may
also move very heavy furniture/appliances for our staff. We will do our best on light-fixtures & ceiling-fans with delicate dusting and wiping,
however light-fixtures are very fragile, expensive to replace, and pose an electrical hazard. They will not be taken apart. Ask Posh about specialized fullservice specific to light-fixtures. Posh staff are not able to work in any home where contractors/ movers or construction is active - if we arrive and
are unable to clean as such our cancellation-fee applies. Posh only cleans inside, finished, living spaces - we are not able to clean outside or unfinished
areas. Hot running water must be available. Posh services offered do not include laundry or dishes. Please do not hesitate to ask if you have
any questions…and be sure to refer to our ‘Client Info Sheet’ upon booking with Posh, before we arrive.
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